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ABSTRACT
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is established among a majority of
small and medium sized companies in Kista Science City and seems to
have a positive effect on organizational effectiveness. Kista Science City is
Sweden’s largest corporate centre, with more companies and employees in
a limited area than anywhere else in Europe. This study looks at the level of
adoption of ERP functions, perceived organizational effectiveness and
critical success factors. The most common use of ERP is for financial
control and reporting, followed by order entry and purchasing. A
significant relationship between the level of adoption and organizational
effectiveness was found.
Although Enterprise Resource Planning has become an established
phenomenon the investments in ERP software are far from fully utilized.
Most companies have started to use ERP to integrate functional areas but
few companies have moved to extended ERP (ERPII). The adoption of
functionality for customer relationship management seems to have started,
but the use of e-commerce, business intelligence and supply chain
management is very low. Different reasons for the low level of adoption are
discussed and it is suggested that the interrelationship between SMEs and
ERP-consultants be investigated further. ERP-consultants are important
change agents and knowledge transfers for ERP and one way to interpret
the data is that ERP-consultants are caught in a negative spiral where they
focus on installations and technical maintenance of core ERP, which
prevents them from developing new, extended ERP competence.
An analysis of critical success factors showed that although technical
competence was important socially oriented factors such as project
teamwork and composition as well as communication had a greater effect
on organizational effectiveness. Surprisingly enough, project management
did not have any effect on organizational effectiveness. Common
implementation methods for ERP focus on project management. It is
suggested to further analyse if these methods could be improved by an
increased adaptability to differences in company settings and requirements
as well as through a better use of critical success factors. Organizational
effectiveness can be measured in many ways and it was found that the
success factors varied in terms of how they correlated with different
measures.
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In the next step, the doctorial thesis, it is suggested that a prototype
environment is developed to stimulate an increased use of extended ERP
among small and medium sized companies. Several actors, such as SMEs,
consultants, vendors and students would be involved. The prototype
environment could facilitate enhancements of implementation methods and
reduction of implementation costs through the development of reusable
objects such as add-on solutions, process maps and system configurations.
It could also help small and medium sized companies to investigate the
business benefits of ERP by increasing involvement and familiarity while
on the same time decrease costs and risks.
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PROLOGUE

A late night in May 1989, I was walking down the main street of the
KTH campus. It was raining and in my hand I had the final transcript of my
and a student colleague’s master thesis. It was the result of a study on the
use of CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) in one of IBM’s Swedish
manufacturing facilities. Suddenly I slipped and dropped the manuscript on
the wet pavement. For a moment I watched the many pages become all
soggy and dirty. Then I realized that our ideas on CIM had no meaning
unless they became used. The pile of filthy paper in front of me meant
nothing unless people adopted the technology and changed their behaviour.
Since that day I have spent my professional career supporting people and
organizations change with the use of information systems, first as a
consultant and then as a teacher at KTH.
I have been engaged as a consultant in projects at companies such as
Volvo, ICA Handlarna, Carlshamns, Kesko, Ericsson, and AstraZeneca. All
these companies have used information systems to improve their business
processes and change their structure. When I graduated, these information
systems were coded in Cobol and ran on mainframes, but since the mid90’s programming has been replaced by selecting and configuring ERP
packages. During these projects, which often have lasted for several years, I
have found the many facets of change management to be important factors
to obtain performance improvements. In my view, change management is a
set of competencies and tools that are used differently in different
implementations. Just like a chef can make many different dishes from a
limited set of ingredients. ERP projects are usually planned in accordance
with implementation methods, such as ASAP, or AIM. But the work
actually performed by the project team differs a lot from the method in
terms of content and sequence and seems to be re-invented for each new
project.
I became more and more interested in the role of change management
and wrote a newspaper article on the subject. In the article I outlined the
aspects of change management I found to be most important: the roles of
different actors, the focus on business rather than technical objectives and
endurance due to the long implementation cycles as well as the extensive
learning for the many people involved in the projects.
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Packaged ERP systems include knowledge and experiences from
many users. Consulting firms, often partners of the major ERP vendors,
play an important role by transferring knowledge about the use and
application of enterprise systems to its customers. Hereby, the combined
knowledge of ERP-packages and consultants is an important way that
companies can improve their performance. But, based on my experience, as
a consultant as well as a teacher, small- and medium sized companies are
far from using their investments in ERP to its full potential. They use only
a few modules and it is very rare that smaller companies invest in change
management in order to get more business value out of their technical
investments.
In 2002, I was offered to participate in the further development of a
new bachelor program at KTH, Business of IT Engineering. The
programme was a response to the increased use of ERP systems. In the last
semester, students carried out consulting like projects at small and medium
sized companies where they participated in process analysis, selection and
set-up of ERP systems. In conjunction with these projects a centre for
knowledge transfer called “Unity” was established. Analyses, seminars and
conferences were carried out to stimulate small- and medium sized
companies to make better use of their investments in ERP packages. It was
found that small- and medium sized companies prefer projects, coaching
and training tailored to their own companies rather than seminars and
conferences.
In this study I have prepared the grounds for the development of an
environment where small and medium sized companies, consultants,
students and other stakeholders can participate in applied research to
analyse and improve the use of ERP and its successor.
Gustaf Juell-Skielse
Möja, April 2006
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INTRODUCTION

Enterprise systems (or Enterprise Resource Planning) is an emerging
technology that belongs to the scientific discipline of information systems.
Information systems science is defined as: “The study of the effective use
of information and the potential impact of software systems and enabling
information technologies on the human, organizational, and social world.”
(Khazanchi and Munkvold, 2000, pp. 32). The Information systems
discipline is only about 30-40 years old (Davies et al., 1997) and Khazanchi
and Munkvold claim that the relatively short life of the IS discipline
potentially could cause confusion about its purpose and conceptual domain.
Like many modern sciences it is interdisciplinary or eclectic. The IS
discipline has older sciences in its background and draws its foundations
from many other disciplines. According to Khazanchi and Munkvold the
primary reference disciplines of information systems are computer science,
management science, organization science, cognitive science and
economics. Information systems has been challenged as a scientific field,
due to its plurality in themes and methods. Bacon and Fitzgerald (fig 2.1)
developed a systemic framework for information systems in order to
present a cohesive picture of its central theme and its connecting areas.
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Figure 2.1. A systemic framework for the Field of
Information Systems, Bacon and Fitzgerald (2001).
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2.1 Enterprise Resource Planning
In the late 80’s, many companies moved toward purchasing packaged
software instead of developing their own information systems. Packaged
software were designed to fit the needs of many users and offered
economies of scale in terms of development, enhancement and maintenance
(Sumner, 2005). Standard systems have evolved into what today is known
as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems. Kumar and van
Hillegersberg (2000, pp. 23) define ERP systems as:
“Enterprise resource planning systems are configurable information
systems packages that integrate information and information-based
processes within and across functional areas in an organization. The current
generation of ERP systems also provides reference models or process
templates that claim to embody the current best business practices”. An
ERP system is a large-scale standard software package developed to meet
the business requirements of several users (Nilsson, 2000). ERP covers
administrative solutions for management accounting, human resource
management, manufacturing, logistics and sales control. The included
parts, or modules, are closely integrated with each other through a central
database (Davenport, 1998). ERP packages, such as SAP R/3 and Oracle
Applications, have developed from a core of functionality, usually finance
and control or human resources, to cover more or less most areas of a
business. During this development, experience and skills from many
companies have been embedded in the packages.
In the late 90’s, researchers started to show interest in Enterprise
Resource Planning. Davenport (1998) discussed the functionality of an
ERP system and the complexity of implementation. Van Everdingen et al.
(2000) surveyed more than 2000 European companies in order to study
adoption of ERP in different industries. Much of the early research focused
on implementation issues and the use of “Best Practices” in processes.
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Figure 2.2. A taxonomy for ERP research, according
to Al-Mashari (2002).
Al-Mashari (2002) presents a research agenda for ERP (fig 2.2.). He
identifies a huge gap in the ERP literature. For example he claims that:
“neither IT practitioners, nor researchers are still able to determine the
potential impact of ERP adoption on adopting organizations” (Al-Mashari,
2002, pp. 165). He puts forward ERP adoption, technical aspects of ERP
and ERP in the IS curricula as three important research areas. In the area of
ERP adoption he highlights the use of critical factors to understand how
companies have gone through implementation.
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2.2 Bachelor of Enterprise Systems
In 2000, KTH established a bachelor programme in enterprise
resource planning, Bachelor of Business IT Engineering. Up till then, the
education of IT engineers had not focused on the skills necessary for
applying and integrating standard applications in a business environment.
For a more detailed description of the curriculum, please refer to appendix
I. The new program was based on a foundation of engineering skills, but
also included courses for using Oracle e-Business Suite. The program
underwent substantial changes during 2003 and 2004 when the number of
application software increased and configuration and integration of such
software were included in the courses. Business understanding was built
through courses in finance and control as well as logistics including
manufacturing.
Bachelor programs aim at creating employability among students and
the curricula covers a large portion of problem-based training. The last
semester include a project performed at a company. In groups of 4 to 6
students are engaged in real assignments such as selection or
implementation of ERP system for the company. Some projects become
more technically oriented and include programming and test of integrations
between enterprise systems. The list of student projects (see Appendix II)
shows that most of these projects are performed in small- or medium sized
companies within the Stockholm region. After graduating, students become
employed to a large extent by regional small- or medium sized companies,
preferably consulting firms or firms investing in enterprise systems.
The bachelor of Enterprise Systems belongs to KTH School of ICT
and is based in Kista Science City, located northwest of Stockholm. Kista
Science City is viewed as an industrial area of high growth and with a large
number of start-up companies. Due to its high portion of ICT-companies1 it
is often referred to as the “Nordic Silicon Valley”.
Kista Science City is Sweden’s largest corporate centre, with more
companies and employees in a limited area than anywhere else in Europe.
The vision for Kista Science City emphasizes the collaboration between
academia, business and public sector in order to retain and develop Kista
Science City’s position as a “leading ICT cluster” (Kista Science City,
1

Information and Communication Technology
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2005). In Kista Science City, there are 821 small- and medium sized
companies (Affärsdata, 2005-01-28), following the definition of the
European Commission (2003).
2.3 Purpose
The overall purpose of this work is to contribute to an effective use
and application of Enterprise Resource Planning among small and medium
sized companies. Kista Science City is then of specific interest, since it is
Sweden’s largest corporate centre, with more companies and employees in
a limited area than anywhere else in Europe as well as it is based on a
vision of collaboration between academia, business and public sector.
The licentiate thesis is the first part of a research project where the
doctorial thesis will form the second part (fig 2.3). The initial phase of this
research will serve as a knowledge platform to establish a development
approach to enhance effective application of ERP among SMEs in the
second phase.
Doctorial Thesis
Licentiate Thesis
Frame of
Reference
Empirics
RQ
1&2

RQ
3-n

Empirics

Figure 2.3. The relationship between licentiate and
doctorial thesis.
2.4 Research Questions
The licentiate work should provide a knowledge platform for the
second part, where the development approach is built (fig. 2.3). The
research questions in the first part are:
Q1. To what extent have small and medium sized companies in Kista
Science City adopted enterprise resource planning?
8

Q2. Which factors are critical for effective utilization of ERP-systems,
among small and medium sized companies in Kista Science City?
2.5 Contribution
This work will give important insight into several areas of interest to
different stakeholders. First, it will add knowledge to the aspect of adoption
in the ERP field of research. Al-Mashari (2002), for example, identifies
ERP adoption as a focus area in his research agenda for ERP. Second, it
builds detailed knowledge about the specific situation in Kista Science
City, which could serve as a foundation for applied research initiatives with
the purpose to increase the value of future SME investments in ERP. ERP
consulting firms are important change agents and knowledge transfers for
how ERP is utilized in SMEs. Third, it improves the academic training of
IS/IT engineers. ERP in the IS curricula is another important research area
identified by Al-Mashari (2002). Small and medium sized companies are
the base for student projects and future employment. ERP skills are
different from traditional systems development skills (Stratman and Roth,
2002) and students need to be trained accordingly. Knowledge about the
specific needs of the regional companies will support the KTH School of
ICT to focus its undergraduate training of engineers on relevant business
challenges. Finally, it will also support government initiatives aimed at
stimulating the utilization of IS/IT.
2.6 Organization of Thesis
The thesis is organized in nine sections. The following section covers
the method. Section four includes theoretical reference to adoption of ERP
and the results for the first research question. The fifth section covers
research question two, critical success factors. The sixth and seventh
section discusses contribution as well as the next step towards the doctorial
thesis. In the last section the licentiate thesis is criticized.
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3 METHOD
The overall purpose of the licentiate thesis is to build a knowledge
platform about ERP adoption among small- and medium sized companies
in Kista Science City. The purpose has been broken down into two
questions:
Q1. To what extent have small and medium sized companies in Kista
Science City adopted enterprise resource planning?
Q2. Which factors are critical for effective utilization of ERP-systems,
among small and medium sized companies in Kista Science City?
The character of the questions makes them suitable for quantitative
analysis (Järvinen, 2000). A survey was used to measure the level of ERP
adoption, the perceived improvements in organizational effectiveness and
the importance of different critical success factors. The measures for
organizational effectiveness and critical success factors were correlated in
order to identify which success factors might have an effect on business
performance.
3.1 Methodology in IS research
According to Barnes, Buckland and Brancheau (1992) emerging
technologies researchers usually have an exploratory and applied focus.
This is good in order to increase the relevance for IS managers and other
stakeholders. However, there is a negative tendency to pay too little
attention to research methodology issues. They point out five common
problems in emerging technologies research: lack of underlying theory,
inadequate research designs, proliferation of effectiveness measures, low
measurement validity and confounding due to context diversity.
Mabert et al. (2003), found a similar tendency in the early research on
ERP systems. It was anecdotal and published articles were usually based on
one or only a few case studies. As a result, the initial reports on ERP
systems were incongruous and twisted to fit certain points of view. To cope
with this problem, Mabert et al. ask for more rigor in ERP research. More
reliable and detailed knowledge about ERP systems should be obtained
through the use of more systematic research approaches. In order to
improve rigor Barnes, Buckland and Brancheau (1992) suggests that
researchers build on previous work to accumulate knowledge. That they
11

make explicit the assumptions, tools and procedures they use. That research
is included in streams of directed research, that is purposeful, cumulative,
self correcting and replicable. More proper validation of instruments,
including instrument validation, instrument reliability, construct validity
and content validity. Davenport and Markus (1999) state that researchers
ought to strive for high rigor and high relevance and that it is possible to
achieve both. In order to improve relevance in research Benbasat and Zmud
(1999) argue that applicability is not enough; emphasis should also be put
on topic selection, article’s purpose and article’s readability.
Based on the above discussion it is necessary to try to achieve both
rigor and relevance by building on previous research in a systematic
manner.
3.2 Survey Design
The survey was designed based on the Swedish form used by Olhager
and Selldin (2003). In turn, Olhager’s and Selldin’s form was based on one
form used by Mabert et al. (2000) and translated to Swedish. Since the
interest was to investigate all types of firms in Kista Science City, the
manufacturing specific questions of the survey were omitted, and a new
functional area “marketing and sales” was added. Normally ERP packages
include both operational and management functionality to support sales and
marketing (Sumner, 2004) and it is noteworthy that functions for marketing
and sales were not included in the original survey form. In addition, the
functional areas of financial control and accounting were combined into
one area, since the main focus was not on this type of functionality as well
as to somewhat limit the length of the survey. For extended ERP
functionality (ERPII) the study used the definitions of Mabert et al. and
Olhager and Selldin. Although these definitions are older and not fully
equal to the definitions of Möller (2005) they still describe the same
movement of ERP, from internal focus to a collaborative and extended
enterprise view. In addition, by using these definitions it was possible to
compare the results of this study with the results of Mabert et al. and
Olhager and Selldin. A five-grade scale (1-5) was used, where five is the
highest score. The criteria for adoption were measured in section 2 and 3 of
the survey. Future plans were measured in the last part of section 4, and
organizational effectiveness was measured in section 4 of the survey.
Unfortunately, one performance measure was omitted by mistake
(Quickened information response time).
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To measure critical success factors the survey was complemented with
independent variables defined by Loh and Koh (2004). The factor
“Business process reengineering (BPR) and customization” was split in
two: “Minimum Package Adjustments” and “BPR and Organizational
Adjustments”. The same thing was done with “Monitoring and evaluation
of performance”, which was split in: “Monitoring and Evaluation of Project
Performance” and “Monitoring and Evaluation of Business Benefits”. In
addition to the factors of Loh and Koh the factor “level of ERP adoption”
was added in order to investigate if a higher level of adoption had any
effect on organizational effectiveness. The results were measured in section
5 of the survey. A five-grade scale (1-5) was used, where five is the highest
score.
The survey was constructed using an Internet-based survey tool, called
“Formdesk” (http://www.formdesk.com, 2005). Please refer to appendix III
for the survey form.
150 companies from Kista Science City were randomly selected
among the total of 821 companies. Each company was contacted by
telephone in order to find a person responsible for the company’s
information systems to send the survey to. The address to the survey site
was then mailed to this person. 53 usable responses were received, giving a
response rate of 35%. However, not all respondents filled out the section of
the survey covering organizational effectiveness and critical success
factors. There are three possible reasons for this. First, companies had not
installed ERP. Second, companies had not operated their system long
enough to evaluate the benefits. Third, the survey was very extensive and
the performance section was placed at the end of the survey. Due to these
reasons the correlations are calculated on between 26 and 13 data pairs.
A control group was used to validate the results of the survey. The
control group consisted of 13 small and medium sized companies where
undergraduate engineering students between 2003 and 2005 carried out
ERP-projects. There was no overlap between the companies in the survey
and the companies in the control group. An independent observer was
asked to evaluate the level of ERP adoption in the control group. He found
that all 13 companies had or were planning to install ERP packages, except
one company that had decided to develop an in-house database solution.
The majority of the companies had not adopted extended ERP. One
medium sized company had developed business-to-business (B2B)
functionality through installing a separate e-business package and one
13

small company had developed a business-to-consumer (B2C) service for
managing pictures over the Internet.
3.3 Validity
To a large extent, the survey used the same definitions, questions and
scales as in two preceding studies (Mabert et al., 2000 and Olhager and
Selldin, 2003). The form and its content have been tested twice and the
results have been published in recognized scientific journals and referenced
by other researchers. Hence these parts of the instrument have been
validated. For the success factor part a simple split-half test was made and
the correlation between the two halves was adjusted based on the
Spearman-Brown prediction formula2. The reliability for this part of the
survey form was then estimated to 0.962, which is very satisfactory. In
terms of construct validity, the variables are defined in accordance with the
underlying theory and established definitions, where available, are used.
The content, or face, validity was ensured by using the same definitions as
respected experts in the field do. Loh’s and Koh’s definitions (2004) were
based on the findings of at least five other researchers. In order to validate
the results externally they were compared to a control group. For each
correlation, the statistical significance was assessed. Strong correlation and
many data pairs give a high level of statistical significance.

2

The Spearman-Brown prediction formula (also known as the Spearman-Brown
prophecy formula) is a formula relating psychometric reliability to test length.
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4 ERP ADOPTION
Enterprise resource planning originates back to re-order point systems
(Mabert et al, 2003, Sumner, 2004) and have an internal focus on a
company. ERP-systems are designed to support a number of diverse
company functions, closely integrated with each other through a central
database (Davenport, 1998, Kumar and van Hillegersberg, 2000, Nilsson,
2000).
Adoption of ERP in small- and medium sized companies has been
measured and discussed by several researchers. Van Everdingen et al.
(2000) studied adoption of ERP in 2647 European midsize companies and
found that 27% of the companies had ERP software installed in one or
more functional areas by 1998. They also found differences in adoption
between countries and industry types. The Scandinavian countries and the
Netherlands were far ahead in adopting ERP compared to other EU
countries. According to van Everdingen et al. it was due to cultural
differences where Scandinavia and the Netherlands are characterized by
innovation and a strong desire for novelty and variety. Among industries
electronics was high, while process industry was lagging. Mabert et al.
(2000) reported an adoption level of 44% among U.S. manufacturing firms
and a few years later, Olhager and Selldin (2003) reported that 75% of the
Swedish manufacturing companies had installed an ERP system.
ERP-systems are designed to support a number of diverse company
functions, which are usually organized in separate modules. Mabert et al. as
well as Olhager and Selldin use the following definitions for functions in
ERP packages: Asset Management, Distribution and Logistics, Financial
Accounting, Financial Control, Maintenance, Materials Management,
Order Entry, Personnel/Human Resources, Production Planning,
Purchasing and Quality Management as well as Research and Development
Management. It is noteworthy that functions for marketing and sales are not
included in the above list. Normally ERP packages include both operational
and management functionality to support sales and marketing (Sumner,
2005). Olhager and Selldin found that companies seldom use all available
modules, purchasing, order entry and materials management were used
most frequently. Van Everdingen et al. found that only a low number of
companies (13%) use only one module of their system and more than 70%
use three or more modules. Van Everdingen et al. saw this as an evidence
15

for that companies aim at using the main strength of ERP systems,
integration of several functional areas.
The second wave of ERP, ERPII or extended ERP, offers new
functions and new ways of configuring systems, as well as web-based
technology to establish the integrated, extended business enterprise (Shanks
et al. 2003). Mabert et. al (2000) and Olhager and Selldin (2003) identify
several areas for extending the ERP system. These include tying your
customers to your ERP system, tying your suppliers to your ERP system, ebusiness or e-commerce, supply chain management, advanced planning and
scheduling, customer relationship management and business intelligence
capabilities, as well as data warehousing. Möller (2005) defines four layers
of generic application architecture for extended ERPII: the core
components: the foundation layer; the central component: the process layer;
the corporate components: the analytical layer; and the collaborative
components: the e-business layer. Möller found that ERPII is already
available in the packages installed at major Danish companies, but it is
unclear to what extent it is actually adopted by the companies.
The movement of ERP-systems, from an internal focus to a
collaborative and extended enterprise view, ought to be very useful for
companies operating in an international and collaborative business
environment like Kista Science City. Kista Science City, located northwest
of Stockholm, is an area characterized by innovation, growth and new
alliances. It is Sweden’s largest corporate centre, with more companies and
employees in a limited area than anywhere else in Europe. Academia,
business and the public sector have agreed upon a common vision and
strategy for retaining and developing Kista Science City’s position as a
“leading ICT cluster” (Kista Science City, 2005). In Kista Science City,
there are 821 small- and medium sized companies, following the definition
of the European Commission (2003). Until today, no studies have been
performed to measure to what extent these small and medium sized
companies have adopted ERP and if they have started to utilize the
collaborative and corporate components of extended ERP.
4.1 Survey Results Research Question 1 – ERP Adoption
A majority of small and medium sized companies in Kista Science
City have installed ERP packages but only a few have adopted extended
ERP. Most companies also lack plans for starting to use this functionality.
16

Table 4.1. shows that 73% of the companies in Kista Science City
have installed ERP packages. Another 10% are either installing or plan to
install within the near future. 17% of the companies have no plans to install
a package.
Installation

Firm has installed a package
ERP system
Firm is currently installing a
package ERP system
Firm plans to install a package
ERP system within the next 18
months
No package ERP system is
planned

Kista
Science
City
(%)
73

Study
B3 (%)

Study
A4 (%)

74,6

44,1

6

9,0

18,8

4

5,3

10,3

17

11,1

26,8

Table 4.1. Installation of ERP packages among smalland medium sized companies in Kista Science City.
The results are similar to the results in Olhager’s and Selldin’s study,
referred to as “study B” (Olhager and Selldin, 2003) where 74,6% of the
companies had installed an ERP package, 14.3% were either installing or
planning to install a package and 11,1% had no plans for installing a
package. The Swedish results are higher compared to the results in the U.S.
companies. Mabert et al. (2000), referred to as study A, found that 44.1%
had installed ERP packages and another 29.1% were installing or planning
to install, while 26,8% had no plans to install an ERP package.
At the functionality level, as shown in table 4.2, financial control and
accounting is the most commonly used module in Kista Science City. 95%
of the companies use this module. A majority of companies also use order
3

Olhager, J. & Selldin, E. (2003) Enterprise resource planning survey of Swedish
manufacturing firms. European Journal of Operational Research. 146 (2), April, pp.
365-373.
4
Mabert, V. Soni, A. & Venkataramanan, M.A. (2000) Enterprise resource planning
survey of U.S. manufacturing firms. Production and Inventory Management Journal, 41
(2), Second Quarter, pp. 52-58.
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entry (71%) and purchasing (62%) although the level of adoption is lower
than in study A and B. Moreover, production planning, distribution and
logistics and R&D management as well as maintenance are very low
compared to the results in study A and B.
Functionality

Financial control and
accounting5
Order entry
Purchasing
Distribution/logistics
Human Resources
Production planning
Marketing and sales6
Maintenance
R&D management
Other

Kista
Science
City
(%)
95

Study
B (%)

Study
A (%)

84,8

86,5

71
62
36
31
31
26
14
2
7

92,4
93,0
84,8
57,6
90,5
N/A
44,3
34,2
N/A

87,7
86,9
75,4
44,6
88,5
N/A
40,8
30,8
9,2

Table 4.2. Use of ERP functionality/modules by smalland medium sized companies in Kista Science City.
More than 70% of the companies used the ERP package in three or
more functional areas. On a functional level, there is a big difference
between Kista Science City and the results in study B, where seven
modules were used by more than 80% of the companies. Thus it is clear
that the companies in study B used more of the functionality in their ERP
packages. Study A shows similar results as study B.
Moving to extended ERP-functionality in table 4.3, customer
relationship management (CRM) and tying customers to ERP system are
starting to be adopted (14%). Although e-business/e-commerce is scarcely
adopted, it is the top area for companies with development plans, followed
5

Financial control and accounting were separated in study A and B. The percentages
shown in table 4.2 are calculated averages.
6
Marketing and sales was added as a functional area in this study and was not included
in study A or study B.
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by customer- and supplier integration. Surprisingly, a majority of the
companies have no development plans for extended ERP-functionality and
supply chain management (SCM) and advanced planning and scheduling
are the areas with least discussions or plans.
Also in this aspect, Kista Science City, is lagging compared to the
companies in study A and B. Far more companies had implemented or had
plans for implementing extended ERP-functionality in study A and B. In
study A, data warehousing was implemented the most, while in study B,
customer integration was implemented the most.
Development
areas
Tying
customers to
ERP system
E-business/ecommerce
Tying suppliers
to ERP system
Supply chain
management
Customer
relation
management
Advanced
planning and
scheduling
Data warehouse
Business
intelligence
capabilities

Implemented
Plans
(%)
(%)
K7 B
A
K B
A
14 24,6 18,5 4 14,9 29,3

Considering
(%)
K B
A
14 32,1 28,9

No Plans
(%)
K B
A
68 28,4 18,5

4 15,3 19,9 11 22,1 31,7 25 35,9 30,2 61 26,7 19,9
11 14,1 16,8
0
14

0

7 12,6 31,5 11 48,9 30,6 71 24,4 16,8

8,4 19,7

4

7,6 24,5

7 38,2 22,7 89 45,8 32,2

7,4

4

4,1 12,3

7 24,6 17,2 75 63,9 61,8

8,8

5,2 19,1

0 11,1 19,1 11 34,8 30,9 89 48,9 19,1

7 19,4 32,8
7 3,3 6,1

7 16,3 16,6 11 27,9 20,1 75 36,4 30,6
0 4,9 15,4 7 20,3 23,4 86 71,5 55,1

Table 4.3. Future plans for ERP functionality among
small- and medium sized companies in Kista Science
City.

7

K = Kista Science City, B = study B and A = study A.
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5 CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
An ERP system has a profound impact on the organization that adopts
it. Already Leavitt (1964) described how technology interacts with an
organization that utilizes it. Leavitt’s famous “diamond” (fig. 5.1) is an
attempt to depict an organization as a system comprised of several
interacting subsystems.
Structure

Task

Technology
(Tools)
People
(Actors)

Figure 5.1. Leavitt’s diamond (1964).
An ERP-system is, apart from a technical artefact, a system of
processes that includes tasks performed by actors. The package embodies
assumptions about processes and division of labour that “can impose
patterns of behaviour” (Shanks et al, 2003) on the organization that utilizes
it. When referring to this larger system Shanks et al. use the term Enterprise
Systems (ES).
From a functional perspective (Burrel, Gibson 1977 and Collins,
1996), planned change to an enterprise system can be viewed as a process:
unfreezing, moving and refreezing the enterprise system (fig. 5.2.) on a
higher level of performance (Lewin, 1953).
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ES´

Organizational
effectiveness
Moving

ES

Time

Figure 5.2. Planned change aims at moving the
enterprise system from one level of effectiveness to an
improved level of effectiveness.
An ERP implementation is a planned organizational change to
improve business performance. Traditionally, the school of OD
(Organizational Development) has used “interventions” based on
behavioural psychology to achieve organizational change (see for example
Schein, 1988). During the 90’s Business Process Re-engineering and
Balanced Scorecard appeared as new ways to change organizations. ERP
could be used as a mean to “re-engineer” processes by using the predefined built in processes in the software. Parr and Shanks (2000) show
that companies use ERP this way and distinguish between three
implementation motives: strategic, operational and technical. It is clear that
the strategic and operational motives have a more profound effect on the
enterprise system than a technical motive.
5.1 Performance Measurement
In the scientific discipline of Information Systems, the issue of
performance measurement has been much discussed. Robbins (1983)
presents a list of 30 ways to measure organizational effectiveness.
Hunton, Lippincott and Reck (2003) found that return on assets
(ROA), return on investment (ROI), and asset turnover (ATO) were
significantly higher over a three year period for ERP adopters than for nonadopters. In 2002 Matolscy, Booth and Wieder made similar observations.
However, these studies do not take into account the level of adoption.
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In their subsequent studies of ERP adoption in small- and medium
sized companies in US and Sweden, Mabert et al. (2000) and Olhager and
Selldin (2003) measure performance from two perspectives: “ERP
performance outcomes” and “areas benefiting from ERP” (table 5.1).
ERP Performance Outcomes
Quickened information response time
Increased interaction across the enterprise
Improved order management/order cycle
Decreased financial close cycle
Improved interaction with customers
Improved on-time delivery
Improved interaction with suppliers
Lowered inventory levels
Improved cash management
Reduced direct operating costs

Areas Benefiting from ERP
Availability of information
Integration of business
operations/processes
Quality of information
Inventory management
Financial management
Supplier management/ procurement
Customer responsiveness/flexibility
Decreased information technology costs
Personnel management

Table 5.1. List of performance outcomes and areas
benefiting from ERP (Mabert et al, 2000).
5.2 Critical Success Factors
Several researchers have tried to identify factors critical to successful
implementation of enterprise resource planning (see for example: Rosario
2000, Bingi, Sharma and Godla 1999, Fui-Hoon Nah, Lee-Shang Lau and
Kuang 2001 as well as Buckhout, Frey and Nemec 1999). Loh and Koh
(2004) presented a framework of the most frequent critical elements for
successful implementation of ERP systems in small and medium sized
companies. Through deduction and the premise that the factor had to be
claimed by a minimum of five references a list of key factors was
developed.
The following list (fig. 5.2) of critical success factors is based on the
work of Loh and Koh (2004). However, the factor “Business process
reengineering (BPR) and customization” was divided in two new factors:
“Minimum Package Adjustments” and “BPR and Organizational
Adjustments”. It could be necessary for the company to perform process reengineering in order to minimize customization of the software. In their
reference model Brandt et al. (1998) points out that process innovation and
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customization are two different ways to increase the overlap between
operations and package functionality.
Critical Success Factor
Project Champion

Explanation
The project manager’s ability to represent the project
within the organization, with a business perspective,
and strive to resolve conflicts.
Project Management
The project manager’s ability to plan, control and
follow up the project according to time, cost and
quality.
Top Management
Top management’s commitment to and support for the
Support
project.
Effective Communication The organization’s ability to effectively communicate
expectations, requirements, comments, reactions and
approval at every level.
Project Teamwork and
The organization’s ability to staff the project with the
Composition
best people of the organization in a well functioning
cross-functional team.
Minimum Package
The project’s ability to minimize adjustments and reAdjustments
programming of the software package.
BPR and Organizational
The organization’s ability to adjust its business
Adjustments
processes and organizational structure to fit to the
processes embedded in the software package.
Change Management
The project’s ability to prepare the organization for
Program and Culture
changes in processes, structure and culture and to offer
the right training and user preparation at the right time.
Software Development,
The ability to set-up, test and correct errors in the
Testing and
configuration, including programming and test of
Troubleshooting
adjustments and technical interfaces.
Monitoring and
The ability to continuously follow-up and evaluate the
Evaluation of Project
project’s performance against targets and milestones.
Performance
Monitoring and
The ability to follow-up and evaluate the achieved
Evaluation of Business
business benefits as a result of the ERP investment.
Benefits

Table 5.2. Critical elements for a successful
implementation of enterprise resource planning in
small- and medium sized enterprises, based on Loh and
Koh, 2004.
“Monitoring and evaluation of performance”, was divided in two
factors: “Monitoring and Evaluation of Project Performance” and
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“Monitoring and Evaluation of Business Benefits”. An impression is that
much evaluation of ERP success is based on meeting project targets and
milestones but little is done to measure the effect on organizational
effectiveness. An unsuccessful project, in terms of project targets and
milestones, could still be successful in terms of improved business value. In
the end, improved business performance will fulfil the strategic and
operational motives for implementing ERP. As a matter of fact, business
value realization does not begin until the package is put into operation and
the ERP project is finished. Technical motives, such as replacing an old
technical platform, ought also to be justified by improved business
performance, but the connection is not that clear as for the first two.
The level of adoption, i.e. the number of modules implemented by the
company, is an additional factor that ought to have a positive effect on
organizational effectiveness. If an organization utilizes a larger portion of
the available software it ought to have a greater effect on organizational
effectiveness. This factor has not been investigated before.
5.3 Survey Results Research Question 2 – Critical Success Factors
The respondents found that the utilization of enterprise resource
planning had a positive effect on most of the performance measures and
areas benefiting from ERP. The results are similar to the results of the
preceding studies performed by Mabert et al. in 2000 (Study A) and
Olhager and Selldin in 2003 (Study B), but the financially oriented
performance outcomes (decreased financial close cycle and improved cash
management) are ranked higher in this survey.
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ERP performance outcomes

Kista Science
City (average)
3,9
3,4
3,4
3,3

Decreased financial close cycle
Increased interaction across enterprise
Improved on-time delivery
Improved order management/order
cycle
Improved cash management
Improved interaction with customers
Improved interaction with suppliers
Lowered inventory levels
Reduced direct operating costs

3,2
3,1
2,8
2,6
2,5

Study A8 Study B9
(average) (average)
3,17
3,36
3,49
3,55
2,83
2,82
3,25
3,37
2,64
2,92
2,81
2,70
2,32

2,57
2,87
2,78
2,60
2,74

Table 5.3. The effect of ERP on the performance outcomes, compared to
preceding studies. Scale 1–5: ‘‘not at all’’ to ‘‘a great extent’’.
Area benefiting from ERP

Kista Science
City (average)
3,8
3,4
3,4
3,0

Availability of information
Quality of information
Financial management
Integration of business
operations/processes
Customer responsiveness/flexibility
Supplier management/procurement
Inventory management
Personnel management
Decreased information technology costs

3,0
2,8
2,7
2,5
2,2

Study A Study B
(average) (average)
3,77
3,74
3,37
3,31
3,11
2,98
3,61
3,42
2,67
2,99
3,18
1,94
2,06

2,95
2,94
2,99
2,06
2,05

Table 5.4. The effect of ERP on benefiting areas, compared to preceding
studies. Scale 1–5: ‘‘not at all’’ to ‘‘a great extent’’.

8

Mabert, V. Soni, A. & Venkataramanan, M.A. (2000) Enterprise resource planning
survey of U.S. manufacturing firms. Production and Inventory Management Journal, 41
(2), Second Quarter, pp. 52-58.
9
Olhager, J. & Selldin, E. (2003) Enterprise resource planning survey of Swedish
manufacturing firms. European Journal of Operational Research. 146 (2), April, pp.
365-373.
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5.3.1

Level of Adoption

The level of adoption correlates with organizational effectiveness. The
more modules implemented, the higher effect on both the ERP performance
outcomes and the areas benefiting from ERP. The correlation is calculated
to 0,56 with a level of significance < 0,01.
5.3.2

Critical Success Factors

On a general level, the critical success factors were highly correlated
with the performance measures. Only one factor, Project Management, was
uncorrelated with any of the performance measures. ERP Teamwork and
Composition as well as Effective Communication are the two factors that
are critical to most performance measures. Monitoring and Evaluation of
Business Benefits, Minimum Package adjustments and Software
Development, Testing and Troubleshooting are correlated to slightly less
performance measures. The remaining factors are critical to one or a few
performance measures.
On the other hand, the performance measures Increased interaction
across the enterprise, Availability of information and Supplier
management/procurement were uncorrelated with any of the critical
factors.
Critical Success
Factors
Monitoring and
Evaluation of
Business
Benefits

ERP Performance Outcomes/Areas Benefiting
from ERP
Decreased financial close cycle
Improved on-time delivery
Improved cash management
Improved interaction with customers
Financial management
Effective
Improved interaction with customers
Communication Improved interaction with suppliers
Lowered inventory levels
Reduced direct operating costs
Integration of business operations/processes
Inventory management
Personnel management
Decreased information technology costs
Software
Improved order management/order cycle
Development, Reduced direct operating costs
Testing and
Quality of information
Troubleshooting Integration of business operations/processes
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Correlation
0,48
0,70
0,54
0,55
0,55
0,57
0,54
0,62
0,67
0,50
0,59
0,70
0,66
0,51
0,54
0,58
0,54

Significance
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05

Data
pairs
17
13
15
15
18
16
15
16
15
16
16
14
16
17
15
18
15

Decreased information technology costs
Improved order management/order cycle
Reduced direct operating costs

0,52
0,55
0,53

< 0,05 15
< 0,05 18
< 0,05 16

Improved order management/order cycle
Improved interaction with customers
Improved interaction with suppliers
Lowered inventory levels
Reduced direct operating costs
BPR and
Improved order management/order cycle
Organizational Improved interaction with customers
Adjustments
Improved interaction with suppliers

0,68
0,57
0,66
0,55
0,52
0,59
0,60
0,63

< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,01

Monitoring and
Evaluation of
Project
Performance
Project
Champion
Project
Teamwork and
Composition

Improved on-time delivery
Financial management

0,71
0,61

< 0,01 14
< 0,01 19

Personnel management

0,62

< 0,05 13

Improved on-time delivery
Improved order management/order cycle
Improved interaction with customers
Improved interaction with suppliers
Lowered inventory levels
Reduced direct operating costs
Integration of business operations/processes
Customer responsiveness/flexibility
Inventory management
Decreased information technology costs
Improved order management/order cycle
Reduced direct operating costs

0,60
0,69
0,67
0,65
0,60
0,68
0,64
0,63
0,50
0,60
0,50
0,71

< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,01
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,05
< 0,01

14
18
16
15
16
15
16
18
16
16
16
15

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Increased interaction across the enterprise
Availability of information
Supplier management/procurement

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

Top
Management
Support
Minimum
Package
Adjustments

Change
Management
Program and
Culture
Project
Management
None

18
16
16
16
15
19
17
16

Table 5.5. The correlations between critical success factors and
performance measures and areas benefiting from ERP. Only significant
correlations (< 0,05) are included in the table.
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6

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

It is clear that ERP is established among a majority of small and
medium sized companies in Kista Science City. More than 80% of the
companies have, or are planning to install enterprise resource planning
software. The most common module is financial control and reporting,
followed by order entry and purchasing. The adoption of ERP among the
companies in Kista Science City is similar to the results in study B10. But
on a functional level, the companies in Kista Science City are lagging
compared to the Swedish manufacturing firms except for in the area of
financial control and accounting where the level of adoption is significantly
higher than in study B. In this study, financial control and accounting is the
most common module while study B found purchasing to be used the most.
On the other hand, study B found that 7 modules were used by more than
80% of the companies, while the second most used module in Kista
Science City, order entry, only was used by 71% of the companies. The
level of adoption of production planning, distribution and logistics and
R&D management as well as maintenance are very low compared to the
results in study A11 and B. Thus it is clear that the companies in study A
and B used more of the available functionality in their ERP packages. The
broader industry approach in this study can probably explain the
differences in functionality/module adoption. The companies in study A
and B are all manufacturing firms with a greater need for production, R&D
management and logistics related functionality. It was also shown by van
Everdingen et al. (2000) that manufacturing companies were ahead of
service companies in adopting ERP. In addition, the companies in this
study are smaller than the companies in study A and B, which also can
explain the lower level of adoption. Mabert et al. (2003) propose that larger
companies employ more ERP functionality than smaller companies.
Another explanation, apart from company size and industry type, could be
10

Olhager, J. & Selldin, E. (2003) Enterprise resource planning survey of Swedish
manufacturing firms. European Journal of Operational Research. 146 (2), April, pp.
365-373.
11
Mabert, V. Soni, A. & Venkataramanan, M.A. (2000) Enterprise resource planning
survey of U.S. manufacturing firms. Production and Inventory Management Journal, 41
(2), Second Quarter, pp. 52-58.
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that the survey questions are more appropriate for manufacturing than
service companies. R&D management could for example be replaced with
questions regarding knowledge management and service development. Still
more than 70% of the companies in Kista Science City used the ERP
package in three or more functional areas, which shows that they aim at
integrating several areas, which is the main strength of ERP.
Although Enterprise Resource Planning has become an established
phenomenon among companies in Kista Science City the investments in
ERP software is far from fully utilized. Most companies have started to use
ERP to integrate functional areas. But few companies have moved to
extended ERP (ERPII). The adoption of functionality for customer
relationship management seems to have started, but the use of e-commerce,
business intelligence and supply chain management is very low. But why is
the level of adoption of extended ERP so low? Several possible reasons are
suggested.
First, SMEs lack the competence to understand how extended ERP
can be applied to support their processes. The Swedish Agency for
Economic and Regional Growth (Karlsson Lättman and Meurke, 2004) has
found that SMEs lack an understanding of how information systems can
bring about business benefits and tend to focus on the technical aspects
rather than the business aspects of information systems. This lack of
understanding makes SMEs dependent on ERP consulting firms. Second,
ERP-consultants don't understand how extended ERP can support their
clients' businesses and have not developed their delivery capabilities in the
area. ERP-consultants can be important change agents and knowledge
transfers for extended ERP, but since early 2000 the ERP-consultants
serving small and medium sized companies have to a large extent focused
on maintaining already installed packages. Discussions with senior
representatives at major vendors indicate that these ERP-consultants also
tend to have a technical focus on ERP rather than a business understanding.
Consulting firms focusing on the SME-market are usually small companies
themselves and competence development is primarily achieved through
problem solving for clients. This means that they rely on old knowledge
and old installations and are not able to generate new extended ERP
knowledge. Hence, they are caught in a negative spiral where the
competence development processes (figure 6.1) described by Wikström and
Norman (1992) is turning rather slow. Knowledge is generated through
solving problems for customers (generative). Some of this knowledge is
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then used to form new services and products (productive) that in turn are
used to create value for new customers (representative). If ERP consultants
mostly rely on old installations, the generative process will not acquire
much new knowledge. And if ERP consultants do not attempt to introduce
extended ERP functionality at their customers, they will not be able to
generate the new knowledge necessary for successful adoption of extended
ERP. Third, the business case for extended ERP is too small or too risky
for SMEs to invest scarce resources in, which SMEs and ERP-consultants
already understand.
Knowledge Processes
Input

generative

productive

representative

Output

Fig. 6.1. Knowledge processes in service companies,
according to Wikström and Norman (1992, pp. 107).
The companies in Kista Science City recognize more improvements in
the financial areas than companies in study A and B. ERP has decreased the
financial close cycle, increased interaction across enterprise and improved
on-time delivery, to mention a few of the analysed ERP performance
outcomes. Areas benefiting from ERP are for example availability and
quality of information as well as financial management. The reason for this
could be that the companies in Kista Science City to a larger extent have
adopted ERP functionality for financial control and accounting than the
companies in study A and B.
ERP seems to have a positive effect on organizational effectiveness. In
this study a significant relationship between level of adoption and
organizational effectiveness was found. The more functionality that the
company is using, the higher is the effect that ERP has on organizational
effectiveness. This is in line with the findings of Hunton et al. (2003) and
Matolscy et al. (2002) who found that performance indicators such as
return on assets (ROA) were higher over a three year period for ERP
adopters than for non-adopters. However, Hunton et al. and Matolscy et al.
did not investigate the relationship between level of adoption and
organizational effectiveness. A possible explanation could be that
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companies using more functionality also have learned more about how their
businesses could benefit from ERP.
Most of the critical success factors identified by Loh and Koh (2004)
seem to have a positive effect on the performance outcomes and the
benefiting areas. The survey also shows that some of the factors are more
critical than others and that some factors have a greater effect on some of
the performance measures. Effective Communication and ERP Teamwork
and Composition are the two critical success factors that have a positive
correlation with the most performance measures. Benefits Evaluation,
Minimum Package Adjustments as well as Configuration, Test and
Correction are also important factors, with positive correlations with a high
number of performance measures. Two of the original factors were split in
two new factors respectively. “Monitoring and evaluation of performance”
was divided into “Monitoring and Evaluation of Project Performance” and
“Monitoring and Evaluation of Business Benefits”. It was found that
Monitoring and Evaluation of Business Benefits seems to have a positive
effect on a greater number of performance measures than Monitoring and
Evaluation of Project Performance. The factor “Business process
reengineering (BPR) and customization” was also divided in two new
factors: “Minimum Package Adjustments” and “BPR and Organizational
Adjustments”. It was found that the factor Minimum Package Adjustments
had a positive effect on a greater number of performance measures than
BPR and Organizational Adjustments. There are no significant negative
correlations. However, Project Management does not have an effect on any
of the performance measures. This is a finding supported by other
researchers (Horst, Schaller and Norrgren, 1995) who found that
“programmatic” change strategies do not yield any positive effect on
business performance. Instead, Horst et al. found that ”learning” strategies
are much more likely to succeed. This is also in line with Truex,
Baskerville and Travis (2000) who favours unique systems development
processes since each information systems implementation has a unique
setting of vastly different variables. As a consequence of the above results
it is suggested that the list of critical success factors could be prioritized
according to what type of improvements a specific ERP project is aiming
for.
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7

FUTURE WORK

The overall purpose of this work is to contribute to an effective use
and application of Enterprise Resource Planning among small and medium
sized companies. This study has showed that ERP has become an
established phenomenon among small and medium sized companies in
Kista Science City. They recognize that ERP has a positive effect on
business performance and the more functionality they use the greater the
effect.
However, the small and medium sized companies in Kista Science
City are lagging compared to other companies in terms of level of adoption
and only a few have adopted or plan to adopt extended ERP. This is
noteworthy since in a more integrated and global market, extended ERP
offers new functions and new ways of configuring systems, as well as webbased technology to establish the integrated, extended business enterprise.
The movement of ERP-systems, from an internal focus to a collaborative
and extended enterprise view, ought to be very useful for companies
operating in an international and collaborative business environment like
Kista Science City.
In the next step, the doctorial thesis, it is therefore suggested that a
prototype environment, se figure 7.1, is developed to stimulate an increased
use of extended ERP among small and medium sized companies. Several
actors would be involved in the prototype environment.
Research

ERP
Vendors

Students

ERP SME
Prototype
Environment

SME

ERP
Consultants

Government

7.1. Actors involved in a suggested prototype
environment for ERP in small and medium sized
companies.
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It is important to deepen the understanding of ERP-consultants as
agents for business development and transfer of ERP knowledge. The
current focus on the technical aspects of information systems would ideally
be complemented with an understanding of how ERP supports businesses.
Do ERP consultants have competence and delivery capabilities for
extended ERP? Do ERP consultants understand the importance of the
critical success factors? Do the implementation methods used by the ERP
consultants include activities for managing the critical success factors and
are the individual consultants competent enough to perform these
activities? ERP implementation methods are usually vendor specific and do
not include or manage socially oriented success factors. Instead
implementation methods start when a package is selected and ends a short
period after “go-live”. The focus in these methods is on project
management and in this study it was the only factor that did not have an
effect on any of the performance measures. Truex, Baskerville and Travis
(2000, pp. 65) argue that each IS project is so complex that it demands a
unique method: “every information system emerges in its own peculiar
way. The impact of vastly different variables in the systems development
setting demands a completely unique systems development process. These
variables include organizational aspects like structures, cultures, resources,
constraints, etc., plus individual aspects like talents, habits, predispositions,
etc.” A prototype environment could undertake a study of contemporary
implementation methods used by ERP consultants.
Are there ways to decrease the cost for core ERP installations? Could
a core ERP configuration be reused in firms operating according to similar
business logic? Is the future of ERP consulting for small and medium sized
companies relying on the ability to develop and market reusable objects
such as add-on solutions, system configurations, process maps and user
training modules? A prototype environment where students and researchers
develop and test new reusable objects with support from ERP consultants
could be a way of building new competence at a limited cost for the ERP
consultant.
How can small and medium sized companies increase their
understanding for how ERP can improve business? SMEs tend to have a
technical focus on information systems. They are also reluctant to
participate in competence development activities that are not tailored to
their own company. The student projects at Business IT Engineering
revealed that the project work form was the most appreciated by the
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companies, while it was harder to interest employees in attending seminars
and conferences. Nutek noticed similar experiences in the programme
“IT.SME.SE” (Lättman and Meurke, 2004). A prototype environment
could help small and medium sized companies to investigate the business
benefits of ERP by increasing involvement and familiarity and on the same
time decrease costs and risks. One area of development ought to be a
revised view on ERP for service companies. Service companies rely more
heavily on more intangible processes such as knowledge management,
service development and staffing of personnel. The functional definitions
of ERP are mainly based on a manufacturing point of view.
ERP consultants and small and medium sized companies are important
employers for undergraduate and graduate students. The ERP challenges
facing these companies are the future jobs of the students. One way to
increase employability is to work with real life problems in student
training. By participating in the development of prototypes for real business
solutions they build important experience already in school and become
important agents for ERP in the future. ERP development is different from
software development and puts new demands on engineering students.
Stratman and Roth (2002) emphasize business understanding as well as the
ability to configure packaged systems rather than programming skills. What
should the role of these engineers look like when several design elements
are intangible, such as business processes?
The Swedish Government undertakes several initiatives to stimulate
small and medium sized companies to increase their use of e-business. The
24-hour authority is one example. The prototype environment could then be
used to develop prototypes of for example government portals directed
towards small and medium sized companies.
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8

CRITIQUE OF THE THESIS

In the method section, some of the key points from the “rigor vs.
relevance” discussion were presented. In this section the licentiate thesis is
commented based on these key points.
The study is relevant to IT-managers and several other stakeholders in
the ERP market. It has been proposed that applied research and graduate
training has a new role to play to complement consulting firms in
transferring knowledge about ERP to small and medium sized companies.
The work has been carried out in a rigorously and fairly objective
manner. The research is performed in important areas of ERP research
pointed out by other researchers. It is based on underlying theory and
definitions established by several other researchers. The form used in the
survey is to a large extent based on the same questions and scales used in
two preceding studies performed by respected research teams. The thesis
itself is part of a larger project that will continue with the doctorial thesis.
Hence, the work performed is part of a larger stream of research. One of the
key areas brought forward in chapter two was the proliferation of
effectiveness measures. In this study, several different performance
measures have been used and it was found that the critical success factors
correlate differently with different measures. There seem to be no simple
solution to this problem. Different companies establish different strategic
objectives and maybe it has to be accepted that organizational effectiveness
can be viewed and measured in various ways.
However, the thesis can still be criticised. The sample is small
although the response rate was acceptable. Hence, the analyses are only
based on 53 responses and the results can be uncertain. The results for level
of adoption were validated towards a control group but the results for
critical success factors were not. These correlations could still be valid until
proven erroneous. In addition, some embarrassing mistakes were done. One
performance measure defined by Mabert et al. (2000) was omitted as well
as one of the critical success factors identified by Loh and Koh (2004).
I believe I have learned to be more careful in selecting underlying
theory and definitions before I collect empirical data. It is hard to draw
valid conclusions without this foundation in place. One way to do this is to
make a pro-forma analysis using a test sample. Finally, the survey was very
extensive, encompassing more than 80 questions. In the end, I did not use
37

all the answers and I believe a pro-forma analysis could have made the
survey smaller with fewer questions, which also might have had a positive
effect on the response rate.
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APPENDIX I
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS IT ENGINEERING:
A CURRICULUM

Abstract
In 2000, the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden launched a bachelor
program in enterprise systems. The program was a response to the increase
in use of ERP packages and the need for engineers with knowledge and
skills different from traditional systems development. The curriculum
includes courses in selecting, configuring, modifying and integrating ERP
software. Students achieve practical experience by performing real
implementation projects in companies. The next step is to internationalize
the program and to improve alignment with the standard curriculum in
information systems.
Keywords: Curriculum, enterprise system, enterprise resource planning,
information systems.

1

BACKGROUND

In the late 80’s, many companies moved toward purchasing packaged
software instead of developing their own information systems. Packaged
software were designed to fit the needs of many users and offered
economies of scale in terms of development, enhancement and maintenance
(Sumner, 2004). Standard systems have evolved into what today is known
as ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) systems.
Today the market for enterprise applications are estimated to USD 49,4
billion (AMR Research, 2005), with an estimated growth rate of 5% (five
year CAGR1). Software licenses, maintenance and consulting services
1

The CAGR is a mathematical formula that provides a "smoothed" rate of return.
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represent about one third each. The corresponding Swedish market is
estimated to USD 1,9 billion (Wallström, 2004), with an annual growth rate
of 8%.
According to Sumner (2005) and Mabert, Soni and Venkataramanan (2003)
ERP systems are the latest type of systems in a series of development steps.
Reorder point systems in the 60s used historical data to forecast future
inventory demand. They were replaced by materials requirement planning
(MRP) systems in the 70s that offered a demand-based approach to planning
manufacturing and purchasing. MRP II systems, in following decade, added
scheduling and monitoring of the execution of production plans. In the 90s
MRP II was complemented with manufacturing execution systems (MES)
and in the late 90s ERP systems started to appear.
There are hundreds of ERP packages available in the market, from
comprehensive packages like SAP R/3 suitable for multinational companies,
to more simple packages like SPCS developed for small companies in
domestic markets.
In 2000, the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) established an
engineering bachelor in enterprise systems. The new program was a
response to the fact that many companies moved toward purchasing
packaged software instead of developing own information systems.
Applying package software requires a set of knowledge and skills different
from traditional systems development. ERP systems include solutions from
many companies (Nilsson, 2000), which reduce the need for data modelling
and programming during implementation. Instead ERP systems are
“configured” or “set up” to be adjusted to specific company needs.
According to Stratman and Roth (2002) ERP skills include “the ability to
configure and maintain information systems in support of the business” as
well an “understanding of how the business operates, and the ability to
predict the impact of a particular decision or action on the rest of the
enterprise”.

2

ENGINEER JOB ROLES IN ENTERPRISE
SYSTEMS

There are primarily three types of companies relevant to ERP: organizations
that use ERP; consulting firms that support companies in implementing a
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package; vendors of ERP packages. There could also be a mixture of the
latter two, like in the case of Oracle and Intentia.
We undertook an analysis to identify the different types of positions
students could expect to hold after graduation. The analysis was based on
contacts with companies, our own experience from working in the field as
well as publications from the National Agency for Higher Education
(Högskoleverket, 2004) and Dahlbom (1998). We found that job roles are
quite similar in all three types of companies. However, there is a greater
focus on sales at an ERP vendor and in a consulting firm. Today, we have a
list of five engineer roles:
• Application engineer, proficient in an, or parts of an ERP system, and
capable to configure and adjust the system for various businesses and
organizations.
• Designer of databases and technical interfaces. Develops databases for
specific industrial applications as well as technical interfaces between
ERP systems and other information systems.
• Business process developer who improves businesses through the
application of information technology, specifically ERP packages.
• Developer of ERP systems who develops/improves the technical
architecture and the code for an existing or new ERP system.
• Technical administrator of ERP systems who identifies and carries out
continuous improvements in functionality and technical design.
The above job roles are based on an ability to integrate knowledge and skills
in IS/IT with an understanding of business development in an industrial
setting. Project work is central to all job roles. ERP projects are in general
large and complex and involve a large number of users, managers and other
stakeholders, such as software vendors and consulting firms.
After a couple of years, the engineer could take on the role of a project
manager for an ERP project or as a ”business architect”. A business
architect uses IT to develop business processes and can now be found in
many organizations under different titles, i.e. “business alignment
manager”.
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3

SOCIO-TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE ON
ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS

The program uses a socio-technical view on organizations, where enterprise
systems are large-scale organizational systems composed of people,
processes and information technology (Shanks, Seddon and Willcocks,
2003, Leavitt, 1964). To improve an enterprise system, our students are
trained to use ERP packages. ERP packages are ”configurable information
systems packages that integrate information and information-based
processes within and across functional areas in an organization” (Kumar and
van Hillegersberg, 2000). This view requires the students to integrate their
IS/IT-skills with knowledge about how to organize and develop industries.

1. The single business unit.

Figure 1.

2. The multinational company
as part of a larger supply
chain.

The pedagogical idea is to gradually present the students to
more complex business situations.

Our pedagogical idea is to gradually present the students to more complex
business situations. By doing so, the students need to develop more
advanced knowledge and skills in fundamental disciplines like mathematics,
industrial management, accounting, logistics, programming, modelling and
ERP. These knowledge and skills are applied to business problems, where
complexity gradually increases. From the single industrial business unit, to
the integrated multinational company, which in turn is part of a larger
supply chain.
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4

THE CURRICULUM

Figure 2.

ERP Systems

Degree
Project

Elective

Year 1

Industrial Management and Logistics

Year 2

Engineering methods

Year 3

Mathematics and
Natural Sciences

Elective

The curriculum combines information systems, with a depth in ERP
combined with economics and logistics. Based on a foundation of
engineering tools and mathematics, the students study IS/IT in parallel with
industrial management and industrial processes, such as logistics and
manufacturing.

IS/IT

Overview of the curriculum for the Bachelor in Enterprise
Systems.

The sequence of courses that we have developed for the curriculum is:
Semester

Course

Name

Credits
(ECTS)
180,0
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1

6B2904
6B2906
6B2907
6B2940

Engineering Skills
Mathematics, Linear Algebra
Object Oriented Programming, General Course
Computer Networks

7,5
7,5
7,5
7,5

2

6B2911
6B2352
6B2359
XXXX

Digital Design
Enterprise Systems, Selection and Use
Industrial Economics, General Course
Elective Course

7,5
7,5
7,5
7,5

3

6B2360
6B2361
6B2050
6B2356

Project Management
Descriptive Statistics
Data Storage Paradigms
Logistics, Fundamentals

7,5
7,5
7,5
7,5

4

6B2362
6B2315
6B2353

Optimization
Systems Planning and Security
Enterprise Systems, Configuration and
Modification
Object Oriented Programming, Intermediate
Course

7,5
6,0
7,5

7,5
7,5

6B2355

Logistics, Advanced Course
Enterprise Application Integration with ERP
Systems
Commercial Law with Environmental and
Work Law
Financial Control and Reporting

6B2313
6B2399
XXXX

Enterprise Systems, Project
Degree Project
Elective Course

9,0
15,0
6,0

6B2017

5

6B2357
6B2354
6B2319

6

Table 1.

5

7,5

7,5
7,5

The sequence of courses making up the curriculum.

COURSES OF SPECIAL INTEREST

Much of the courses above cover established and well-known subjects.
However, in the area of enterprise systems we believe we have developed a
set of four interconnected courses of specific interest. We operate an
environment of four ERP packages for student practice: Oracle E-business
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Suite, Microsoft Business Solutions Navision and Axapta as well as the
open source package Compiere.
The overall objective of this course set is to train the students in practical
application and integration of ERP software. As mentioned above, on the
general level we let the student establish a company in an ERP package for
a single business unit. At this level we use an ERP package developed for
small- and medium sized companies. On the advanced level, students are
trained in modifying and configuring a comprehensive ERP package for a
multinational company as well as integrating several companies in a larger
supply chain, where several ERP packages are exchanging business
information using an “integration engine”. Finally students perform an ERP
project at a company. Groups of 4 to 6 students are engaged in real
assignments such as selection, implementation or integration of enterprise
systems for the company.
5.1

Enterprise Systems, Selection and Use (6B2352)

The purpose of the course is to build general knowledge about enterprise
systems and ERP packages. The students learn to apply methods for
mapping processes and specifying selection requirements. They investigate,
through exercises, how the business transactions along the order fulfilment
process are realized in an ERP package. The final exercise is to set up a new
company and to carry out simple design modifications. The course gives 7,5
ECTS credits and corresponds to five full-time weeks.
5.2

Enterprise Systems, Configuration and Modification (6B2353)

The purpose is to build advanced knowledge about a more comprehensive
application of ERP packages. The students carry out a full implementation
based on a requirements specification, performs test and set up critical
processes like supply chain management and materials requirements
planning. The course gives 7,5 ECTS credits and corresponds to five fulltime weeks.
5.3

Enterprise Application Integration with ERP Systems
(6B2354)

The purpose is to build knowledge about how companies can integrate
processes over company borders involving several different ERP packages.
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The students configure and modify ERP packages as well “integration
engines” to execute critical processes such as e-business and purchase
order-to-invoice. The course gives 7,5 ECTS credits and corresponds to five
full-time weeks.
5.4

Enterprise Systems, Project (6B2313)

Groups of 4-6 students perform real ERP projects in companies. We are cooperating with Stockholms Akademiska forum to identify companies with a
need to develop their enterprise systems. A look at the now comprehensive
list of 28 student projects shows that most of these projects are performed in
small- or medium sized companies within the Stockholm region. They
usually cover selection, set-up, and implementation of ERP packages. One
example is the company “Mercatus”, a small manufacturing company that
engaged a student group to select and prototype an appropriate enterprise
system. The students worked over nine months for the company covering
many aspects of selection, configuration, testing, training and operation of
enterprise systems. After a while, the students became the real super users at
Mercatus and represented the company in many discussions with third
parties. Some projects become more technically oriented and include
programming and test of integrations between enterprise systems. Some
students even try to develop niche enterprise systems for industries not yet
covered by the common ERP suppliers in the market. One example is
“Lumbago”, an enterprise system developed for chiropractor clinics. It
included a graphical representation of the human spine, which made it
possible for the chiropractor to document and communicate treatment. The
application also included support for the core processes of the clinic such as
customer files, reservation and billing. The application was later packaged
and is now available on the market. The projects are presented at a fair in
mid-March each year. It is usually a challenging task for the students to
stage their ERP projects to be interesting for company representatives, other
students, teachers and parents. The course gives 9 ECTS credits and
corresponds to six full-time weeks.
The students finalize their bachelor studies with a degree project. This
project is often a direct sequel to the ERP project described above.
However, the degree projects are performed in pairs and tend to become
more specialized than the ERP projects where the students work in larger
teams.
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6

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have now graduated the first three years of students and have worked
actively to establish relationships with potential employers. Our students are
now being recognized and employed by firms like Accenture, CapGemini,
Microsoft Business Solutions and Streamserve. 56% of the students work
with ERP or information systems, 24% have continued studying, and only
5% are unemployed. 15% have jobs unrelated to information systems. The
average monthly salary is above 25.000 SEK.
Company representatives have been interviewed and are so far very positive
to the students they have employed (Gällmo, 2003). They appreciate the
combination of business knowledge and IT skills in the program. The
interviews were part of an extensive evaluation performed by an external
group with representatives from industry, faculty and students.
In 2003, the National Agency for Higher Education criticized the program
(Högskoleverket, 2003). The agency found the program to be too similar to
the discipline of informatics and to lack sufficient technical depth. The
program underwent substantial changes during 2003 and 2004 to include
logistics and to increase the number of ERP software and establish courses
to configure and integrate such software.
However, we have difficulties in attracting new students. There is a general
Swedish downturn in the interest for engineering studies at university level.
Specifically IT programs are facing large losses of students. In parallel there
has been a large increase in the number of bachelor programs in engineering
offered by the Swedish universities. But we represent a small program and
interviews with potential students show that ERP is relatively unknown as
well as our program.

7

NEXT STEP

The next step is to internationalize our program and to offer it in English as
well as add on application areas in supply chain management and
manufacturing execution. Before we do so, we believe we have to align our
curriculum with the model curriculum for information systems (AIS, 2002).
We are currently analyzing how this can be achieved.
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In addition, we will attempt to combine our ERP-projects into one ERP
development project where researchers and students work together to build
new solutions. Our primary target group is small- and medium sized
companies within our region. The purpose is to stimulate these companies to
improve their utilization of investments in ERP. The current focus is on
business-to-business integration and e-Business. The expected outcomes of
this joint project is improved utilization of e-Business functionality among
participating SMEs, an evaluation of methods and tools as well as reuseable add-on solutions and scientific papers.
Faculty
(applied
research)

Consulting
firms

SME

Students
(training)

S/W
Vendor

Figure 3.

One improvement area of the program is to establish joint
development projects involving faculty, students, ERPvendors and consulting firms.

We have found the project to be the best form for co-operating with smalland medium sized companies. Due to the resource restraints in these
companies, faculty and students can play an important role in knowledge
transfer, and represent an alternative to consultants.
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APPENDIX II
LIST OF STUDENT PROJECTS
Projekt
B&B
Konferensbokning

Funktionalitet F-typ
Bokning
micro

Typ av projekt
Utveckling av internetapplikation
för konferensbokning över internet

Bavaria

Allmänt

BroadcastText

Artikelregister small

Cine Star Rental

Integration

Conturkliniken

Bokning och micro
journalsystem

Val och implementation av
affärssystem för en användare
Utveckling av artiklstruktur med
tillhörande prissättningsmodell
Utveckling av filöverföring mellan
ekonomi och bokningssystem
Bokningsystem, egenutveckling
som utmynnande i val av system
Skalpell
Utvärdering och val av affärssystem

micro

Danderyds snickeri Allmänt

small

small

Elanders Anymedia Orderhanterin large
g

Processanalys och val av
orderhanteringssystem

Europeiska
Resförsäkringsbolag
et
Fann VA-teknik

Marknadsunde large
rsökningsverkt
yg
OLF
small

Webenkät ej integrerad med
affärssystem

Guson Internet

e-Business

micro

Guson Nätverk

Nätverk

micro

Hi3G
Holm PK

Kundservice
Allmänt

large
small

e-Handel för däck och
bilreservdelar utvecklat i OS
Commerce och integrerat mot
affärssystem
Installera nätverk mellan flera
verkstäder
Effektivitetsutvärdering, tidstjuvar
Utvärdering och val av affärssystem

InfoChain

Ärendehanteri micro
ng

Ekonomisystem, projekt

Design av modul för
ärendehantering
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Käppala

Allmänt

Lumbago
Mercatus

Bokning och micro
journalsystem
OLF/Projekt small

Musikpunkten

Allmänt

ProLabbet

Bildhantering small

Promentor

Allmänt

micro

Romator

Allmänt

small

S.M.A.C

micro

Scandtech

Bokning och
fakturering
Allmänt

SIX

Artikelregister small

Skandiatransport

e-Business

Time Capture

mediu
m

micro

micro

mediu
m
Tidrapporterin small
g

Transitor

Integration
ekonomi

micro

Trucker IS

Order och
small
fakturasystem

Utvärdering och val av
ledningssystem för balanced
scorecard och ISO 14001 samt ISO
9001
Utveckling av unikt affärssystem
för naprapat/kiropraktor-kliniker
Val och implementation av
affärssystem för flera användare Jeeves
Val och installation av
butiksdatasystem SPCS
Vidareutveckling av bildhantering
över internet med integration mot
affärssystem.
Processanalys och val av
affärsystem
Utvärdering och val av MPSsystem.
Utveckling av boknings och
faktureringssystem
Processanalys och val av
affärsystem
Utveckling av artikelregister för
egenutvecklat affärssystem
Utvärdering och val av ehandelssystem
Utveckling av prototyp för
tidrapporteringsmodul
Utveckla modul för överföring av
verifikat mellan ekonomisystem och
Comers (resebokningssysem)
Utveckling av mindre orderfakturasystem för åkeri
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APPENDIX III
SURVEY FORM

ERP Små och medelstora företag - KISTA
1. Om företaget
Var vänlig ange Er E-

postadress: (Enkäten är

anonym. E-postadressen
används endast för
svarssortering.)

a) Ange vilken, eller vilka

Jordbruk, jakt och skogsbruk, Fiske, Utvinning av

företag är verksamt inom:

Tillverkning

verksamhetstyper som ditt

mineral

El-, gas-, vatten- och värmeförsörjning
Byggverksamhet

Partihandel, detaljhandel, reparation av motorfordon,
hushållsartiklar och personliga artiklar
Hotell- och restaurangverksamhet

Transport, magasinering och kommunikation
Finansiell verksamhet

Fastighets- och uthyrningsverksamhet,
företagstjänster
Utbildning

Hälso- och sjukvård, sociala tjänster,
veterinärverksamhet

Andra samhällsenliga och personliga tjänster
Övrigt

b) Vilket av följande påståenden (a eller b) beskriver bäst ditt företags...
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marknad?

a. Företagets marknad är

a

b

a

b

a

b

förhållandevis stabil med
etablerade konkurrenter

och måttliga förändringar
bland produkter/tjänster.

b. Företagets marknad är

oförutsägbar med snabba
förändringar bland
konkurrenter och

produkter/tjänster.
mål och planer?

a. Verksamheten planeras
noggrannt och företaget
uppfyller normalt sina
verksamhetsmål.
b. Planer och

verksamhetsmål blir snabbt
inaktuella och styrning sker
i praktiken genom idéer
och visioner.

organisation?

a. Företagets verksamhet

är tydligt organiserad och

bygger på klart definierade
roller och ansvar.

b. Företagets verksamhet
är flexibelt organiserad
med där företagets

anställda koncentrerar sig
på det som är viktigt för
stunden.
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ledarskap?

a. Ledarskapet är knutet till

a

b

a

b

klart uttalade

chefspositioner med väl

etablerade beslutsvägar.

b. Ledarskapet är informellt
och förändras kontinuerligt
utifrån företagets behov

och individers lämplighet.
kommunikation?

a. Kommunikationen inom

företaget sker företrädesvis
via väl etablerade kanaler.
b. Kommunikationen inom
företaget sker informellt

mellan alla nivåer med hög
förekomst av spontana
arbetsmöten.

c) Hur långt har företaget

företaget har implementerat ett affärssystem (såsom

implementering av

företaget håller just nu på med att implementera ett

kommit med sin
affärssystem?

SAP, Baan, IFS, Movex/Intentia, etc)
affärssystem

företaget planerar att implementera ett affärssystem
inom 18 månader

företaget har inga planer i dagsläget att

implementera något affärssystem; om detta är fallet

kan du avsluta enkäten här, men var vänlig skicka in
den ändå!

2. Status implementering
a) Kryssa för vilket eller

Agresso

ASW

företaget använder:

Compiere
Industrimatematik
(IM)

CROMPro

vilka affärssystem som

Baan
Horisonten

Ess,
GarpConsumer, Retail,
Wholesale
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Bison
IFS
Applications
InfoChain
Hogia

Horisonten

Industrimatematik (IM)
Ess, Consumer, Retail,
Wholesale
Infoflex
Jeeves
Maconomy
Mamut
Movex
Microsoft Business
Solutions Navision
PeopleSoft
Prosit

SAP R/3

SoftOne Business
Spektra

UNI (Bas, Pro mfl)
Visma

Annat

b) Vad används

affärssystemet till?

Affärssystem

IFS Applications
InfoChain
JD Edward's One
World

Kompass Budget &
Analys

Magenta
Monitor

Microsoft Business
Solutions Axapta

Oracle E-Business
Suite

Prodacapo
Pyramid
Scala

SPCS

SWELOG

WorkOffice
XOR

Webb-handel

Marknadsföringoch försäljning (CRM)
Övrigt
Ordermottagning

Distribution/logistik

Produktionsplanering

Ekonomisk styrning och redovisning
FoU/Produktutveckling

Kundservice- och ärendehantering
Underhåll och service
Inköp

Personaladministration
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Personaladministration
Övrigt

c) Är affärssystemet

integrerat med andra

system, det vill säga sker

Nej

Ja, ungefär hur många?

elektroniskt utbyte av
information mellan

affärssystemet och andra
system?

d) Hur länge beräknas
systemet vara i drift?

Kortare än 3 år
3 – 5 år
5 – 7 år

7 – 10 år

Längre än 10 år

3. Erfarenheter implementering
a) Vilket alternativ

Big-bang (gemensam start för alla moduler över hela

b) Hur lång tid, i
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c) Hur stor (MSEK) var

den totala kostnaden för
att implementera

systemet, eller den

beräknade kostnaden om
implementeringan ej är

klar? (Ca siffra går bra)
d) Hur fördelade sig olika kostnader mellan olika delar av projektet?
Mjukvarans andel i %
Hårdvarans andel i %

Konsulternas andel i %
Utbildningens och

träningens andel i %

Implementationsgruppens
andel i %

Övriga kostnaders andel i
%

Summa i %

0

Beskriv kortfattat de
övriga kostnaderna

e) Om modulerna fasades in eller kommer att fasas in, ange i vilken ordning detta
skedde eller planeras ske (1=först, 2, 3, osv):
Webb-handel

Marknadsföring- och
försäljning (CRM)
Ordermottagning

Distribution/logistik

Produktionsplanering
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Ekonomisk styrning och
redovisning

FoU/Produktutveckling
Kundservice- och
ärendehantering

Underhåll och service
Inköp

Personaladministration
Övrigt

f) Hur stor andel i % av
den totala

projektkostnaden i fråga

3 c) lades på anpassning?
Med kundanpassning
avses ändringar i

programkod till skillnad
från standardmässiga

konfigureringsmöjligheter.
g) Vilka moduler krävde kundanpassning? Gradera från lite anpassning (1) till mycket
anpassning (3).
Webb-handel

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Ordermottagning

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Distribution/logistik

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Produktionsplanering

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Marknadsföring- och
försäljning (CRM)

Ekonomisk styrning och
redovisning

FoU/Produktutveckling
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Kundservice- och

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Underhåll och service

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Inköp

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

Personaladministration

1

2

3

Ingen åsikt/vet ej

ärendehantering

4. Resultat implementering

Vilka förbättringar har implementeringen av ERP-systemet lett till? Gradera från liten
effekt (1) till stor effekt (5).
Minska direkta

verksamhetskostnader
Förbättrad orderhantering
/ ordercykel

Lägre lagernivåer
Förbättrat

informationsutbyte över
företaget

Snabbare

sammanställning av
ekonomiskt resultat
Förbättrad

leveransprecision
Förbättrad cash
management
Förbättrad

kommunikation med
leverantörer

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Förbättrad

kommunikation med
kunder

1

2

3

4

5

Ingen

åsikt/vet
ej

Vilka områden har förbättrats genom implementeringen av ERP-systemet? Gradera från
liten effekt (1) till stor effekt (5).
Integration av företagets
verksamhet/processer

Tillgång till information

Kvalitet på informationen

Anpassningsförmåga /
flexibilitet

Ekonomisk styrning

Personaladministration

Minskade kostnader för IT

Lageradministration

Administration av inköp
och upphandlingar

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Vilka övriga funktionaliteter har kopplats eller planeras att kopplas till ERP-systemt?

a) Inga planer b) Funderingar finns c) Planerat för snar framtid d) Implementerat eller
under impl.

Data warehouse

a

b

c

d

Supply chain-system

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

a

b

c

d

CRM (Customer
Relationship

Management) system

APS (Advanced planning
and scheduling) system
Business intelligence
e-business eller ecommerce

Koppling av leverantörer
till ERP-systemet

Koppling av kunder till
ERP-systemet

5. Kritiska faktorer

Kritiska faktorer under och efter projektet. Bedöm förmågan inom respektive område
nedan (1 ingen förmåga - 5 stor förmåga):
Projekledarens förmåga
att företräda projektet

mot organisationen, styra

mot affärsnytta/vision och

1

2

3

4

5

kontinuerligt lösa

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

konflikter.

Projektledarens förmåga
att planera, styra och

följa upp projektet mot

tid, kostnad och kvalitet.

Ledningens engagemang
i, och stöd för projektet.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

i, och stöd för projektet.

åsikt/vet

ej

Projektets och övriga

intressenters förmåga att
kommunicera om

1

2

3

4

5

projektet.

Företagets förmåga att

bemanna projektgruppen
med rätt kompetens.

Projektets förmåga att

minimera anpassningar
av mjukvaran.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Organisationens förmåga
att anpassa sin
verksamhet till

arbetsprocesserna i

1

2

3

4

5

systemet.

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Projektets förmåga att i
tid förbereda

organisationen på

förändringar, samt

erbjuda rätt utbildning

1

2

3

4

5

och träning vid rätt

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

tillfälle.

Projektets förmåga att
konfigurera, testa och

rätta fel i uppsättningen
av mjukvaran, inklusive

programmering och test

1

2

3

4

5

av anpassningar och
tekniska gränssnitt.

Ledningens förmåga att

kontinuerligt följa upp och
utvärdera projektet.

Ledningens förmåga att
följa upp och utvärdera

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

åsikt/vet

ej

Ingen

följa upp och utvärdera

åsikt/vet

resultatet av

ej

investeringen i projektet.
Beskriv kortfattat andra

kritiska faktorer som har
upplevts som

problematiska.

Detta formulär var skapat hos www.formdesk.com
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